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DESIGNER David Lewis
SYSTEM Triband (GSM 900, 1800, 1900 MHz) GPRS
DIMENSIONS 65 x 70 x 24 mm
WEIGHT 110 g
BATTERY  C APACITY 800 m Ah
– TALKTIME Max 3 hours
– STANDBY Max 250 hours
DISPLAY 2.1”, TFT 240 x 320 Pixels, 262K colours
CAMERA Yes, 300 K Pixel
RINGTONES 12 Polyphonic ringtones
VIBRATION ALERT Yes
MESSAGING Yes, SMS, EMS, MM S, Email
WAP Yes, 2.0
BLUETOOTH Yes
CLOCK Yes
ALARM Yes
CALENDER/SCHEDULER Yes
SYSTEM PH ONEBOOK No
OPTIONAL EXTRA:
EARSET 2 Yes
EARSET 1 M OBILE Yes
CAR CH ARGER Yes
TRAVEL CH ARGER Yes
TABLE CH ARGER Yes

The Serene experience starts with its curved drop-shaped shell and soft-touch surface that 
allows it to slip comfortably into your hand or pocket. Let it open up and you’ll �nd th e 
display is in the lower shell and the keyboard is in the upper shell. Why? Because we believe 
it makes more sense that way. The keyboard is circular instead of square, with easy, 
intuitive operation thanks to Bang & Olufsen’s thumb-controlled wheel. The extra large 
display gives you room to write and read text messages.

Opening and closing Serene involves a gentle move with your �nger which triggers a built-in 
motor so the shell opens slowly and gracefully.

The charger is as elegant as the telephone itself and also functions as a docking station, 
where Serene can interact with your cordless Bang & Olufsen telephone system. When 
placed in the docking station, Serene will open up automatically when an incoming call 
or text message is received. If the call is not answered, it gently closes again. 

Serene has a small built-in camera, with the lens discreetly integrated along the side of the 
telephone. As an extra feature, Serene can also operate like a mini laptop. Placed on a table, 
the display rotates 180°.
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